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Executive Summary

Station A
No more analyzed.

Station B
Due to the weather conditions, the station LD-B can not be performed in the region B, but in
the western part of the region C.

Station LD-B in Region C
No more analyzed.

Station C
The LD-C station is being performed at 18◦25,15’S;165◦56,38W (18.42◦S ; 194,06◦E )

Notes
Nothing to report.
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1 Station A

No more analyzed.

2 Station B

Due to the weather conditions, the station LD-B can not be performed in the region B, but in
the western part of the region C.

3 Station LD-B in the Region C

No more analyzed.

4 Station C

4.1 AVISO data and Lagrangian Analysis data

The LD-C station is being performed at (18◦25,15’S;165◦56,38W) or (18.42◦S ; 194,06◦E ).
On the today’s AVISO velocity map, the LD-C station appears to be in the external part of

the core of a cyclonic coherent eddy. The SVP buoy are averagely drifting NEward, according
with remotely sensed velocity.

4.2 CLS Products

No substantial changes are observed with respect the yesterday’s bulletin.
The could cover partially masks the CHL concentration at the LD-C station. The available

data show a very low concentration.
No substantial changes in SST maps are observed. At the LD-C station the remotely sensed

data are in good agreement with the in situ (vessel TSG and drifting buoys) data.

4.3 MODIS

The available CHL and SST data are in agreement with CLS ones.

4.4 HYCOM

Today the modeled surface current at the LD-C station is in less good agreement with AVISO
velocity field and the presence of the eddy is less clear.

4.5 Cloud coverage

A strong cloud cover is still forecasted at the LD-C station.

4.6 Suggestions for positioning

#1 (17.5◦S , 191.15◦E ) no more analyzed

#2 (18.5◦S , 192.9◦E ) no more analyzed

#3 (18.42◦S ; 194,06◦E ) : the LD-C station is being performed
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